9. HAFTA CEVAP ANAHTARI

1. COMPLETE THE SENTENCES WITH SIMPLE PAST OR PAST CONTINUOUS.

1. remembered / was having lunch
2. came / were playing
3. were running / fell over
4. was drinking / dropped
5. got up / went

2. COMPLETE THE SENTENCES WITH THE VERBS GIVEN.

1. was waiting 2. Died 3. Rang 4. Was cooking 5. Was having

3. COMPLETE THE SENTENCES WITH THE VERBS GIVEN.

   12. departed 13. arrived 14. took

4. COMPLETE THE SENTENCES WITH SIMPLE PAST OR PAST CONTINUOUS.

1. heard/were speaking 13. were leaving/ arrived
2. told/were playing 14. was reading/ heard
3. was listening/dropped 15. were having/ visited
4. was making/rang 16. was crossing/ saw
5. were walking/started 17. was choosing/ came
6. was riding/hit
7. were sleeping/began
8. was having/ came
9. was planting/ jumped
10. were having/ went
11. was eating/ landed
12. were playing/ came

5. CHOOSE THE RIGHT ANSWER